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About This Content

The Beginner's Pack is designed for new players. Get a head start in developing your Castle, establishing an army, and even get
an adorable Dog to follow you into battle.

Includes:

Special Building which grants daily resources, increases your new heroes starting level and a cosmetic pet that follows
you into battle (Dog's House)!

2 weeks of Golden Age, twice the experience and rewards for that time.

50 Prime Crystals and 5000 of each resource, to help you build your starting castle faster

100 gold coins, which you can be spent on new heroes, skins and many other useful things!

Take notice: If you already have the Dog's House, you won't be able to get a second one. Although you will still be
getting all of other bonuses from the set.
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Title: Prime World - Beginner's Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Nival
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo/Athlon 64 X2 - 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8600 GT/Radeon X1600 - 128 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible sound card

English
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Play Etterna.. It's pretty fun. Can get hard once you're at level 40+, but savepoints every 25 levels make it approachable. For
four dollars, you can't go wrong. Only issues I've got is a sticky ctrl button, which doesn't allow me to use the beam. This
happens every now and again and is remedied by pressing the other ctrl button. The other issue is that I can't find a proper way
to quit the game. Alt-Tab > close works though.. Grab two friends and enjoy the madness of awkward rolls and experience the
fine line between perfect strikes and complete misses.

This game is truly a lot of fun if you don't expect to finish it on the first attempt.
Also it offers quite a lot of depth with the different class and role builds.
Your weapons have different abilities which at first might seem unspectactular, but when used within the right setup, are
offering whole new playstyle.

For just 10\u20ac I give you all my clear reccomendation. There has been quite some content added in regard of game modes
and unlocks which definitely gets you your moneys worth.. Not your typical puzzle game, a lot of the challenge seems to be
learning how Rusty behaves and how to guide him around a level, which for me has been mostly trial and error. Be prepared to
die a lot, and learn from those mistakes. Only a couple hours in so far and I think it's a nice learning curve, just when you think
you've got the hang of one mechanic something new is introduced and creates another level of complexity.
Things get interesting when the levels start branching out into new areas locked behind gates (unlocked by collecting enough
brains of course). I've already unlocked an optional area and hit a tricky level which I abandoned, decided to follow down the
other path, but I know that level is still going to be there when I'm feeling smarter. I'm a big fan of that design, creates a good
sense of exploration and means I'm not forced to bang my head endlessly against the same puzzle to make progress.
I can't say much about the story as you are thrown into this underground clockwork world with nothing explained, being either
guided or taunted by two unseen narrators (fans of Conker's Bad Fur Day may be able to hear some similarities in voice acting).
I'm gonna guess more pieces of the story will be revealed throughout the game, perhaps it will all make sense by the end.
What really stands out to me about this game is the insane amount of polish that has clearly gone into it, no aspect feels cheap or
rushed. The art really is top-notch - very crisp pre-rendered sprites give it a unique look for a modern game, and lots of tiny
details look great up close. If anything, the detail can be a little overwhelming and it's a puzzle in itself to decipher how the level
flows and what can be interacted with. Speaking of, the way you interact with the game is all very tactile and it's evident it was
designed with touch controls in mind. The minor quibble I have with it is placing objects by sliding tabs and pressing buttons
can be a little cumbersome when in a rush. Waking up Rusty at the start of a level by giving him a scratch is a novelty at first,
but does get a bit tedious when restarting levels often and you just want to jump back in.
All in all this is a great chill-out game at a great price (almost too cheap), I look forward to chipping away at it one puzzle at a
time. The truly impressive feat is that something of this quality is made by a two-person team, hats off to Gory Detail.. Note
that these are PREMIUM MODULES, therefore cannot be used with mods that include hak pacs, tlks, or similar custom
content. I like this game. It's a short game & fun for me switch off to.
I'd love to more chapters added. so please suport the deveoplers.
Hey Game Devs, Thanthyou for making this game!

If any plans for more chapters to add the game that would be so cool !
Try it out to see if what u think.

A tost To Dev Team!
Hoosa!
. SpellKeeper is a pretty fun puzzle game, but the controls can be quite frustrating at times. Pick it up super cheap or in a bundle
if you're a fan of puzzlers.. I love this developer. He was kind enough to give me a beta key for the original game upon asking so
it's nice to see him create additional content in order to fix the issue of not being able to keep the game in my library.

I really enjoyed the original game so any additional content is great for me and a nice way to put some cash in the pocket of a
generous, friendly and not to mention talented developer. Well worth the purchase.
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where's the bloody tutorial\/step-by-step guide? hardcore too much maybe?. Wow. CK2's soundtrack is so epic and immersive,
so I didn't expect this pack to be very good - not only is it actually good music, but it actually fits extremely well with the theme
of the game, ESPECIALLY playing as a Germanic character.

5\/5. I felt the 5th track was alright but as a general rule the electro style does not fit either other songs nor the game itself and
you'd be better off if the original versions of the songs played instead of these whenever they show up.. wind waker meets 2D
a not too difficult game with enough secrets to keep you going but not too many to be intimidating.
I personally liked the story, although the primary motivation for me was to find every secret and get every upgrade.. stay a way
from this game , poor poor game- moto-gp 2013 is much better..
MILESTONE you need to look at PROJECT CARS..(WHY CAN'T WE HAVE OUR BIKES RACES LOOK AND PLAY
LIKE THAT..YOU CAN FORGET ABOUT ME BUYING motp gp 15.....

.......PROJECT CARS IS THE BENCKMARK FOR ANY RACING TYPE GAME NOW........ Thank you for this...
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